Soft Tissue Regeneration Raises Series C Financing and Rebrands to Biorez
Regenerative medicine company replaces allografts and autografts, focused on ACL
reconstruction
New Haven, Conn. (PRWEB) March 14, 2017 -- Biorez, Inc., formerly known as Soft Tissue Regeneration,
Inc., today announced the close of a $1.5 million investment following preliminary results of the first in-human
study of its novel implant for anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction.
The breakthrough approach makes use of a proprietary tissue-engineered scaffold that stabilizes the knee,
facilitates the body to regrow new ACL tissue, and then fully resorbs, leaving only new, functional tissue.
Connecticut Innovations, Connecticut’s leading source of financing and ongoing support for Connecticut’s
innovative, growing companies, led the investment round. Vertical Group and KLP Ventures, an affiliate of
Launch Capital, also participated in the round.
“Biorez has learned a great deal through their early stages of development and testing,” said Dan Wagner,
managing director at Connecticut Innovations, and a Biorez board member. “With a new CEO at the helm and a
new path ahead, we look forward to supporting the progress of this company and technology in the future.”
“Typically, a torn ACL is surgically reconstructed using a tissue graft harvested from the patient or a cadaver,”
said Kevin Rocco, CEO of Biorez. “Neither option is ideal for patients, but both biologic grafts remodel into
new functional tissue over time. We have developed an off-the-shelf, synthetic scaffold constructed from
biocompatible polymers that harnesses the same regenerative remodeling process.”
Biorez will be sharing the detailed results of the human trial in private meetings with key partners, surgeons,
and researchers during the American Association of Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS) meeting in San Diego, from
March 14 through March 18, 2017. Biorez is the first company to clinically investigate a tissue-engineered
scaffold for ACL reconstruction in a human trial.
“The clinical study has validated our unique approach, and given us a first-mover advantage to further optimize
our technology,” said Rocco. “We look forward to publishing our results.”
About Biorez, Inc.
Biorez, Inc. is a privately-held, early-stage regenerative medicine company engaged in developing
bioresorbable scaffold implants to regenerate functional tissue in vivo. Its lead product candidate is an off-theshelf implant for ACL reconstruction that spares harvesting of patient donor-tissue, and provides a better
alternative to cadaver-based materials. The company plans to commercialize its lead ACL technology, as well
as expand its platform to develop new and innovative clinical solutions. To learn more, visit www.biorez.com.
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Contact Information
Kevin Rocco
Biorez, Inc.
http://biorez.com/
+1 860.301.8638
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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